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INTRODUCTION

Dr. A. A. OiDik and I were named as delegates of the
Bureau of Mineral Resources to the Twentieth International
Geological Congress in Mexico City in September 1956.
Before and after the Congress, I visited oilfields in
Mexico, United States and Canada. The establishmentzof
the United States Geological Survey at Denver and Wash-
ington were also visited.

ITINERARY.

The itinerary of the visit to the International
Geological Congress and to the United States and Canada
follows:

August 13: Canberra to Sydney

August 14 and 15: Sydney to San Francisco via Auckland,
Canton Island and Honolulu.

August 15: San Francisco to Los Angeles.

August 16 to 19: At Los Angeles; with Mr. Mason Hill of
Richfield Oil Co. flew over oilfields of the Los
Angeles Basin, CuymnaBasin and San Joaquin Basin
and visited the Company field office at Bakersfield;
inspected Company laboratory at Long Beach and off-
shore stratigraphic drilling ship off Santa Barbara.

August 20: Los Angeles to La Paz.

August 22 to 28: International Geological Congress
Excursion A-7 through Lower California.

August 29: La Paz to Mexico City.

August 30 to September 2: International Geological Congress
Excursion A710 to Poza Rica oil field.

September 3 to 11: Formal sessions of the 20th International
Geological Congress at University City in Mexico City.

September 12 to 14: Visiting office of Petroleos Mexicanos;
inspected geological and geophysical work and oil well
cores and cuttings.

September 17: Mexico City to San Antonio, Texas.

September 17 to 19: At San Antonia; inspected maps,
sections,cores and cuttings in Amerada Petroleum Ltd.
office.

September 19: San Antonio to Midland, Texas.

September 20 to 23: At Midland; inspected maps and
sections of West Texas oil fields and examined
cores and cuttings from representative oil wells.

September 23: Midland to Tulsa, Oklahoma.

September 24 to 29: At Tulsa; inspected maps and
sections of Oklahoma oil fields; visited outcrop
section - Ordovician to Pennsylvanian; examined
cores and cuttings of several oil wells; visited
Carter Research Laboratory and discussed geochemical
prospecting, micropalaeontology, carbonate sediments
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and oil source beds; visited Seismograph Services,

September 30: Tulsa to Denver, Colorado.

October 1 to 6: Visited United States Geological Survey
•^ offices and laboratories and Bureau of Reclamation

offices at Federal Centre, Denver,

October 7: Denver to Calgary, Alberta,

October 8 to 12: At Calgary, discussed company operations
with Richfield Oil Co. geologists; visited
Conservation Board offices and discussed their
functions and work with Board officers.

October 13: Calgary to New York.

October 15: New York to Washington, D.C.

October 15 to 19: At Washington; visited officeB of
United States Geological Survey; discussed
functions and operations with officers of Ground
Water Branch, Fuels Branch and Military Geology
Branch,

October 19: Washington to San Francisco.

October 22 to 24: San l'iancisco to Canberra via Honolulu,
Fiji, and Sydney. -

20th INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS

The Twentieth Session of the International Congress
was held in Mexico City from, September 4th to 11th, 1956,
at the University City.

The General Assembly was held in the National
Auditorium of Mexico, at 11.00 a.m. on 4th September,
when the President of Mexico, Senor don Adolfo Ruiz
Cortines formally opened the Congress.

council meetings

The meetings of the Council were held in the audit-
orium of the Faculty of Science, where excellent facilities
were available for the verbal translation of proceedings
into the official languages of Congress.^Small radio
receivers with headphones enabled selection of the required
languaeeotn-Ag a result of this the business of the Council
was handled quickly and well.

New Zealand invited the 22nd Congress (in 1964) but
the Council was constitutionally unable to accept this
invitation although it was recorded for the information of
the Council of the 21st Congress. Delegates of the five
countries of Northern Europe (Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden) indicated that their governments had
intended also to issue an invitation to the 22nd Congress
but that as New Zealand had indicated its willingness to
have that Congress, they believed that their governments,
jointly, would agree to invite the 21st Congress. The
Council agreed to accept this tentative invitation to hold
the formal session of the 21st International Geological
Congress in Copenhagen in 1960 under the sponsorship of
the five Northern Countries; this tentative invitation is
to be confirmed before the end of the year. Germany,
Venezuela and India later issued invitations to the 21st
Congress, Germany and -Venezuela conditional on the Northern
Countries being unable to confirm the invitation.
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Subcommissions of the Commission on the Geological Map
of the World were set up to gather data on world palaeogeo-
graphy and to prepare a world metallogenetic map.

A Commission for the establishMent of an international
abstracting service was constituted.

A Commission for the study of arid and semi-arid regions
was approved.

The committee for the formation of a world, physiographic
map was dissolved.

A recommendation to form an International Association
of Hydrogeologists was approved.

A commission on Geological Terminology in Spanish was
established.

The continuation of the Commission on Stratigraphy was
approved.

Meet ins of Sections

Section meetings were held, mainly in the School of
Odontology of the University of Mexico, from Tuesday, 4th to
Tuesday, 11th September.

The organization, of the presentation of papers was not
satisfactory, as within the morning or afternoon session there
was no firm timetable so that it was not possible to be sure
of hearing particular papers in different sections. Authors
required to present papers to different sections during the
same session found this very inconvenient.

The following section meetings were held:

1. Cainozoic vulcanology (43 papers submitted).

2. The Cretaceous of the Western Hemisphere and its worldwide
correlation (15 papers).

3. Geology of Petroleum (25 papers).
L. Geohydrology of arid and semi-arid regions (21 papers).
5. Relations between tectonism and sedimentation (43 papers).

6. Modern ideas on the origin of mineral deposits (metalliferous
and non-metallic) (60 papers).

7. Palaeontology, taxonomy and Evolution (45 papers).

8. Plutonic rocks - origin and relation to tectonism (43 papers).

9. Applied geophysics (36 papers).

10. Micropalaeontology (33 papers).

11-A. Petrology and mineralogy (33 papers).

11-B. Geochemistry and isotope geology (48 Papers).

12. Origin of reefs ancient and modern (bioherms and biostromes).
(14 papers).

13. Geology applied to engineering and mining (38 Papers).

14. Marine and submarine geology (28 papers).

15. Diverse questions of general geology (73 papers).

Abstracts of these papers were printed in a single volume
and made available before the meetings. A copy of this volume
is in the library.



The following symposia were held:

Symposium on the geological occurrence of oil and gas.
The 46 papers Presented in this symposium were printed in
several volumes before the Congress and distributed. A copy
of these will be available in our Library when they arrive
from Mexico.

Symposium on Manganese deposits. The 52 papers submitted
were printed before the Congress and made available. They
will be available in the Library when they arrive from
Mexico by surface mail.

Symposium on Cambrian Palaeogeography and the base of the
Cambrian System. The 49 papers presented in this outstand-
ingly successful symposium were printed before the Congress.

Symposium on the Cretaceous System and its world correlations.
78 papers weresubmitted in this symposium but were not avail-
able during the Congress. They will be printed later.

Symposium on Geochemical exploration. The 62 papers submitted
will be printed later.

The following commissions, associations, unions and
societies held meetings:

Association of African Geological services,
together with the Commission of the International Geological
Map of Africa. Fifty-four papers were presented.

Commission of the geological map of the world;

Commission on authors' abstracts;

International Palaeontological Union;

Society of Economic Geologists;

International Commission on Stratigraphy,
including the subcommissions on the Lexicon of Stratigraphy
and Stratigraphical Nomenclature;

Permanent Commission on the distribution of-the
Gondwana System. Despite the fact that a symposium was held
at the 19th Congress, 18 papers were presented to this
commission.

Commission on the Crust of the Earth.

Commission on the Spendiarov Prize,^This
Commission awarded the Spendiarov Prize to Mr. Manuel Alvarez Jr,

Commission on the Geological Map of Europe.
The report of this Commission to the Council was criticized
by the Russian delegates who claimed that the Commission was
restricting its attention to western Europe. The Commission
was enlarged to include two U.S.S.R. members.

International Committee for the study of Clays.
Six papers were presented to this committee.

A meeting was arranged of British Commonwealth Delegates,
A report of this meeting, prepared by the Liaison Officer, 'is
included as Appendix I. The functions of the Liaison Office
was discussed and the question of a successor to Dr. Davies
raised.
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Closure hreetin..g.

The formal closing of the XXth Congress took place in
the Fronton Memorial Building,. University City, on Tuesday,
11th. September, at 4.00 p.m.^Several delegates expressed
the thanks of the members to the Government and people of
Mexico for having invited the Congress and for the Public
and private hospitality extended. The President of Mexico
formally declared the Congress closed.

Excursions.

Geological excursions were arranged for interested
members. I took part in Excursions A-7 and A-10, before
Congress.^I had intended also to go on Excursion C-16 but
heavy rains washed out roads along the route just before the
excursion was due to start and therefore it had to be cancelled.

Excursion A-7 9 to the sedimentary basin of Lower Cali-
fornia, started from La Paz on 23rd August. Thirteen visiting
members took part, under the leadership of Federico Mina,
Chief Geologist of Petroleos Mexicanos, Eduardo Rodriguez,
geologist of Petroleos Mexicanos, helped in showing the geology
to the visitors. The excursion was conducted in a,convoy of
four-wheel drive vehicles - required because much of the route
was over undeveloped roads. Good sections of Miocene volcanics
and sediments, Palaeocene and Eocene marine sediments were
examined. Time did not allow the visiting of the outcrop of
Cretaceous sediments. The Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments
occur in a large basin on the west side of the peninsula.
Several exploration bores have been drilled, so far without
success. Current work includes seismic (reflection) surveys,
drilling and minor geological survey. The party visited the
important small mining field of Santa Rosalia on the west shore
of the Gulf of California, where copper and manganese ores are
produced. The ores, consisting mainly of chalcocite and
cryptomelane and pyrolusite, are found as bedded deposits in
Pliocene tuffaceous marine sediments.^As usual in such
deposits, the origin is in doubt, some regarding the ore as
ppigenetic (hydrothermal), Others as syngenetic.^In the mine
workings that I saw the following features were evident:

1. Ore is restricted to single tLin units of uniform aithology;
in some places this unit has the thickness of a lamina (1 to
10mm.) but extends for many yards along the workings.

2. In a few places and for short distances the ore has a
discordant contact with the shale laminae.

3. The ore is found in impermeable soft shale beds between
more permeable Sand or conglomerate beds.

4. There is a concentration of ore near several normal faults
of small throW.and near the main unconformity with the
underlying Comondu Volcanics.

5. There are no reported orebodies in the underlying Comondu
Volcanics.

6, The Comondu Volcanics are reported to have a copper content
of 0.002%; no figure was available for the manganese content.

In the published ideas on the origin of these ores
(Wilson and Veytia 1949, Locke 1935, Touwaide, 1930) there
appears no appreciation of the possibility of sedimentary
deposition of the metallic minerals. The obvious sedimentary
source of' thePliocene sediments is the Miocene Comondu
Volcanies to the west. These volcanics are known to contain
copper in proportions which are relatively large geochemically.
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Although no analyses are available for the proportion of
manganese it is known to occur in the volcanics as small
veinlets. It is obvious that these metals must have been
washed into the Pliocene sea (mainly in solution) at the
same time as the elastic material was washed in to form .
the Pliocene sediments.^These metals in solution would
precipitate out sporadically by reason of changes in acidity
and/or electrode potential or by biological or biochemical
action.^Such precipitation would explain the spatial dist-
ribution of the orebodies.

Guide books for Excursion A-7 and for Excursion A-1
(Santa Rosalia) are available in the library.

Excursion A10, to the Poza Rica Oil field on the
coast of the Gulf of Mexico, left Mexico City on 29th August.
I joined the excursion at Poza Rica on 30th August. The
excursion guide-book is available in the Library.

Oil and gas from both the Poza Rica and New Golden Lane
oil fields is produced from reef limestone of Middle Cretaceous
age. Anticlinal structure is evident in both the cap rocks
and within the reef rock but from its structure both within
the reef and above it is almost entirely depositional.^Oil
in the Poza Rica field is located mainly on the basin-ward
side of the structure and is related more to the permeability
of the reef rock than to the structural shape. In the New
Golden Lane fields the petroleum is found in high points of
the surface of the reef below an unconformable cap rock. The
structures were found by combined geological and geophysical
surveys, gravity in the Poza Rica area, reflection seismic
in the New Golden 1,,ane.

Along the highway from Poza Rica to Mexico City outcrops
. of marine sediments from Oligocene (Rupelian) to Lower Jurassic

were examined.

VISITS TO OILFIELDS AND OIL COMPANIES OPERATIONS

Petroleos Mexicanosa_Auico,Oity.

(Federico Mina, Chief Geologist)'

As a result of the cancelling of Excursion C-16, I had
time to visit the offices and laboratory of Petroleox Mexicanos
in Mexico City.

Their Gulf Coast exploration is based largely on
reflection seismic surveys, since even Quite large structures
in the Cretaceous sediments are not evident in the Upper
Tertiary rocks exposed at the surface. In surveys of new areas,
a reconnaissance seismic line is run from areas already drilled
wherever possible so that velocities used in computing depths
of reflections can be obtained from well velocity surveys;
phantom horizons can be related to known parts of the sequence
and the seismic profile made meaningful in terms of stratigraphic
sequence; oil-bearing formations can thus be followed and
indicated in new structural areas: incoming of new formations
and elimination of known formations can be indicated. If the
new area is too far from drilled areas to allow this, a
stratigraphic test hole is drilled very early in the investi-
gation. This hole is preferably located on a structural high
indicated by surface geology, gravity anomaly or reconnaissance
seismic survey and is regarded as a necessary adjunct to the
seismic survey - one is not contemplates without the other,



Wherever the quality of the reflections justifies it,
seismic isopach maps are prepared. From the profile two or
more good reflecting zones are selected and on the records
certain events of recognizable character within , these zones
are selected and the times between those events on the record
are noted: these times are converted to thicknesses by apply-
ing the known or assumed velocity factor and the thicknesses
used to build up an isopach map. As usual, these maps show
original sedimentary structures which together with the
structure contour map can help to decide locations for test
drilling. This form of isopach map, particularly if calibrated
by more than one bore, can be much more reliable than the map
built up from widely spaced bore information, since very often
it is the rather small features on the isopach map that arc
significant. Although this work has not been done in an area
where sand bars or sand-filled channels may occur, it is -
thought that in such areas careful seismic isopach mapping
may indicate such features (because their different compaction
characteristics should result in recognizable sedimentary
structures in overlying sediments).

The Gulf Coast oilfields of Mexico are in limestone
reservoirs with associated calcareous sediments. It was
pointed out that none of these associated sediments has the
generally accepted characteristics of Petroleum source beds,
including dark colour, argillaceous lithology, abundant micro-
fossils, trace hydrocarbon.^They do include fine-grained
sediments and small amounts of disseminated pyrite. It seems
obvious that the generally accepted criteria for source beds
applies to terrigenous sediments and that different criteria
are required for dominantly calcareous sediments.^Some
additional information on this was obtained at Carter Research
Laboratory, Tulsa. A research team is investigating modern
calcareous (back-reef) sediments off the south coast of Cuba.
They have found that, except in small sheltered bays, the
calcareous sediments are light coloured but all are in a
reducing environment and all contain relatively large amounts
of 112S. The low concentrations of metallic ions prevents
the formation of metallic sulphides in noticeable amounts but
trace amounts arc present: these trace amounts of metallic
sulphides may be an important criterion of source beds in
calcareuus sediments.

During drilling, the hydrocarbon content of the drilling
mud and of cuttings is determined at regular short intervals
(usually about 5 feet depth). By including these logs with
the electric-log, drilling rate log and lithology log it is
possible sometimes to indicate zones for testing which other-
wise would be dubious. In these cases a side-wall core is
taken and if this reveals suitable permeability a formation
test is run.

In both the Gulf Coast area and the Lower California
area, there are large thicknesses of sediments with little
lithological variability so that it is not possible to make
correlations of formation boundaries solely by lithology.
For this reason the organization has a quite large micro-
palaeontology laboratory in Mexico City, where all samples
for examination for foraminifera are sent. Surface sections
are sampled and.used as type localities wherever possible but,
of course, in many places sub-surface formations do not appear
in outcrop and cored wells are then used as type localities.
This laboratory was in temporary accommodation during my visit,
but I gained the impression that the laboratory was not very
well organized. There was apparently no reference collections
as such, although the individual workers were able with some
difficulty to locate certain assemblages. The sample preparation
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seemed slow and rather haphazard. I did not learn anything
that would be of value in our own laboratory.

Corp._2=_Los Angeles

(Mason L. Hill, Vice President)

Dr. Hill took me on a flight to Bakersfield and return
by way of Ventura Avenue, South Cuyama, Russell Ranch, Midway-
Sunset and Wheeler Ridge oilfields. The location of these and
other fields in the area are shown opposite page 8 of the
A.A.P.G. Guidebook, 1952, available in the library.^We
visited the Company's District Office at Bakersfield. I
visited the Company's laboratory at Long Beach and saw
the Long Beach and Huntington Beach oilfields. I was taken
to Gaviota, east of Point Conception, to see the operation of
the off-shore investigation drilling unit.

Oilfields

Only those features of general interest or unusual
techniqacs in their investigation will be described; descriptions
of the stratigraphy and structure of these fields are available
in the Guidebook mentioned above.

There arc two main basins in this area, the Los Angeles
Basin and San Joaquin Basin, separated by an east-west basement
ridge. The San Andreas Fault crosses the basement ridge between
the basins.

The sediments are almost entirely terrigenous; the only
exception being the Monterey Shale which is diatomaceous.
Fossils are plentiful and are the only reliable means of
correlation.

The oil-bearing part of the sequence is Tertiary; (Eocene
to Pliocene); this rests on Cretaceous or on indurated or meta-
morphosed basement of possibly Jurassic age.

The structure is very complex; folds are commonly steep-
flanked, asymmetrical and thrust-faulted as well as being block-
faulted by transverse tension faults. Despite this many of the
early discoveries, in the twenties, were made by drilling
topographic highs; the structures are apparently still
developing so that in spite of all the structural complexity,
the topographic high indicates the structural high.^This
applies in the regional as Well as the local sense as the base-
ment ridge between the basins is also a prominent drainage divide.

The Ventura Avenue structure runs out to sea; drilling
. has been undertaken from jetties but off-shore leases have only
just been allotted. Much of the past directional drilling'
from the shore has been in such areas where an oilfield has
been established extending under the sea. The Huntington Beach
field ) which runs parallel to the shore but includes one flank
under the sea, is a good example. Others include the Rincon,
Montalvo and Wilmington Fields.

The sediments of these basins are poorly indurated
dirty sandstones and siltstones mainly, with minor shale and
diatomaceous shale. Many of the oil zones are thinly inter-
bedded sand and silt. Some of the more spectacular producers
are in cleaned up sands on the anticline crest probably related
to active folding during deposition (the crest being in relatively
shallow water and subject to wave action).
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Bakersfield District Office (Pay Pearson, Divisional Geologist)

This office controls the field activities of the 'Company
in the San Joaquin and Cuyama Basins.

Attention is being given in the Cuyama Basin to the
discovery of simple folds in Eocene strata underneath low-
angle thrusts beneath complexly folded and faulted Miocene
sediments. This is largely a geophysical (Seismic) invest-

' igation, as some of these thrusts do not outcrop.

In both the Cuyama and San Joaquin Basins, the possib-
ility of stratigraphic traps on the basin-wards homocline has
been demonstrated. Apart from the usual methods of examining
information from drilled wells and either interpolating or
extrapolating to new drilling sites, the Company has been
doing very detailed gravity surveys to try to establish minor
residual gravity anomalies which may indicate minor structural
features on the homocline or a change of lithology which may
be related to change of permeability.. This method has not
been tested by drilling but some interesting anomalies have
been located. If this method should prove successful it may
offer a means of providing drilling targets on such homoclines
where previously only hit-or-miss methods were available. It
is the intention of the Company to do a seismic survey over
these anomalies before drilling.

Long Beach Laboratony.

The Long Beach Laboratory.of the Company is mainly
a Palaeontology Laboratory, and especially micropalaeontology.

• On receipt of samples, each sample is allotted a
laboratory number which is entered on a Palaeontology sample
card with details of location, collector, date, formation,
lithology. This number is-.used on all material derived from
that sample, even down to individual specimens of foraminifera.

Foraminifera are separated from the terrigenous material
by floating in a solution of Potassium Iodide instead of
Bromoform.

The foraminifera are not picked outl. the total washing
(or a part of it) is placed on a reticulated slide to give an
indication of abundance as well as identification.

Species are checked against an established stage or
zone list. This list is made up on a standard head-sheet
and the sample content is entered on a roller sheet which can
be rolled past the head sheet. Species new to the assemblage
are noted on the Palaeontology Report which also reports the
total assemblage using local type numbers. •

"Type" specimens are kept in a type collection for
reference: these are mainly locally selected specimens of
the various species selected to show the range of specific
features so that specific determinations can be kept uniform
as among several workers. In this area, most of the species
are named and well described; each species is given a species
number which is used instead of the species name everywhere
except on the head-sheet lists, and even there the number is
included.

Off-shore Investigation

When it was announced that the off-shore area would
be available for leasing on a certain date most of the bigger
comr,anies undertook a programme of investigation of the area.
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These investigations ranged from grab sampling to drilling.

Early in the investigation, under-water geologists
• mapped and sampled the sea floor; the rock is moderately
well exposed over a large part of the bottom investigated.
Where there was a cover of recent sediment, piston corers
were used to obtain deeper samples; these were used also where
the skin divers could not operate because of depth or strong
currents.

At about the same time, reflection seismic profiles
were run at intervals normal to the shore-line.

As a result of these operations, the areal geology of
the sea floor and structural features were mapped. To check
the validity of the structural patterns, shallow core drilling
was undertaken. The drilling rig, of the light, portable type
like a Failing 250, is mounted on the after dock of a ship of
the type of a war-time minesweeper. The drilling floor is
mounted overhanging the side of the vessel; the draw•works
arc mounted on the other side. The vessel is fixed in position
by four anchors on long cables. The main differences from
ordinary light drilling are the use of sea water as a drilling
fluid, and the laying down of drill Dipe instead of vertical
racking. The hole position is determined by compass resection
from charted features along the coast. .Elevation is determined
by reference to tide gauges along the coast.

All stratigraphic positions are checked by the Palae-
ontology Laboratory.

As the various companies were working in competition on
this to decide which leases to bid for and how much to bid,
there was no exchange of information,* and therefore the same
anea was covered several times. This is one instance in which
the American competitive - system results in wasteful duplication
of effort.

Amerada Petroleum Ltd.  S:an AntoniE.t Texas.

(Leon R. Vesely, District Geologist).

Exploration in this well-developed area of south-west
Texas is based mainly on interpretation of available well logs.
Most companies operating in the area trade this information
including cuts of ditch samples. The information traded in
respect of any particular well may be the levels of formation
tops as picked by the well-site geologist; electric logs;
lithology log; sample cuts; formation tests; production
history.

The information obtained from Company wells or by trading
is plotted on structure contour maps. Where anticlinal structure
is indicated and land is available for leasing the area will be
seismic surveyed and drilled if structure is confirmed.^No
ideas held about the nature or origin of the structures except
the recognition of the regional pattern showing annular arrange-
ment of fields, roughly parallel to the coastline of the Gulf
of Mexico. In detail, however, the structural pattern is not
linear and merely following out the line of an established field
is rarely profitable unless other indications are available. The
main sequence explored to date is Eocene to Cretaceous. The
lithology is mixed terrigenous and calcareous. Producing zones
occur in both sandstones and limestones. The sandstone producing
zones include fine-grained clean quartz sandstone and silty
quartz greywacke apparently of rather low porosity and permeab-
.ility.^Production from some of these low-permeability sands is



obtained by treating the oil-bearing zone with acid or by
sand-frac l treatment which consists of pumping into the

test zone at high pressure a gel containing sand. The gel
acts as a hydraulic fracturing agent opening up incipient
fractures and also carries the sand which then acts as
support to hold the fractures open. Both acid and 'sand-free'
treatment has the effect of greatly enlarging the surface of
drainage from the sand into the well, so that even low-
permeability sands can produce commercial quantities of oil.
The limestone producing zones are mainly in zones of vuggy
porosity.

Amerada Petroleum LtdMidlan11.2ast Texas.

(John Veeder, District Geologist)

Midland is the centre of petroleum exploration in
West Texas. In this area the main control on accumulation
is the Central Basin Platform between the Delaware Basin to
the west and the Midland Basin.^Oilfields form an almost
continuous belt rimming this central platform which is a broad
structural and palaeogeographic high.

Most production is from the Permian although production
is now developing in the Ordovician limestone. Production is
from sandstones, mainly clean fine-grained quartz sandstone,
and from reef limestone with vuggy porosity.^The reefs are
equivalent to the Capitan Reef which outcrops in the Guadalupe
Mountains on the west side of the Delaware Basin.

Local structure is of minor importance, although where
it is present it is always first choice in drilling. Thelocal
accumulation is determined by permeability pinch-outs on the
flank of the Central Platform.

It is impossible not to see a palaeogeographic and
structural similarity between this platform and the Ajana
Wandagee Ridge between the Gascoyne and Merlinleigh Basins
of the Carnarvon Basin. Even in lithology the sediments of
the West Texas basins are like those of the Permian of the
Carnarvon Basin, with the exception of the reef limestones.

The outcrop of the Capitan Reef was visited. In a long,
high, vertical scarp the reef-rock is dissected as well as the
back-reef and fore-reef extensions. The well-bedded back-reef
sediments could not be examined as they are at the top of the
scarp; the reef shows rough bedding and along the reef front
passes into roughly bedded limestone breccia dipping at 20 0
to 30° off the reef. In a very short distance this grades into
sandy calcarenite dipping at 10 ° and this within 5 miles passes
completely into laminated sandstone.^In between, the rock
changes through calcareous sandstone and flaggy sandstone.
Tongues of calcarenite run out as far as 5 miles and can be
followed all the way in a steep hillside. •^The base of the
reef can be seen resting on terrigenous sediments which pass
without change under the reef:' the facies changes only develop
at the base of the reef. As far as could be seen there was no
appreciable compaction of the underlying sediments under the
Reef. This has been interpreted as being due to the compaction
of an area originally higher than thesurroundings. This may
or may not be so, although one would expect some effect from
the differential load of about 2,000 feet of limestone. Only
one small producing well has been discovered in the down-dip
extension of the reef although this same reef where it is
buried on the other side of the Delaware Basin is a very
important producer.
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Amerada Petroleum Ltd. Tulsa
(Roger Denison, President)

In the Tulsa, Oklahoma, area oil reservoir rocks of
Pennsylvanian (Upper Carboniferous) age are of three main
kinds: Clean quartz sand of fine to medium grain-size and
obviously good porosity, permeability and oil stain; fine-
grained quartz greywacke of low porosity and permeability;
limestone with vuggy porosity, some small, some fracture
porosity. 'The reservoir beds are placed between shale or
calcilutites, which are likely petroleum source rocks.

Structurally the area between Tulsa and the Ozark
Mountains is a west-dipping homocline resting unconformably on
a dissected surface of Precambrian granite. There are anti-
clinal rolls and faults but the main control on oil accumulation
is lensing and porosity of sands. Some narrow clean .sands
parallel to the regional strike are interpreted as sand bars,
beach dunes or beach sand. The Ozarks form a structural and
palaeogeographic high which has controlled sedimentation in
this are although the sediment supply was almost certainly
from the west and northwest.

I discussed the problem of obtaining seismic reflections
through a high-velocity surface formation with Mr. Larry Faust,
one of the Company's senior Geophysicists. He suggested
several possible methods of getting results:.

1. Use multiple geophones; he stated that as many as 40
geophones have been used at a single recording point.

2. Use multiple shot holes.

3. Adopt magnetic tape recording of the seismograph; examine
this record to decide on filters to obtain the clearest
filtered record. (See also p.15)

4. Velocity survey, including continuous velocity logging,
of many bores in the area.

50 Refraction survey.

6. High frequency refraction.

While in Tulsa, I was shown some of the records of
Amerada exploration in the Williston Basin in North Dakota.
Amerada drilled the 'discovery well in this basin in 1951, on
a long nth-south feature indicated by seismic survey. This
same feature had been drilled, near its south end, in 1938
without success. As the feature is located almost axially in
the basin, this initial failure discouraged further drilling
until Amerada decided to test at a location almost central to
the basin. The surface is largely covered by glacial drift
so all detailed investigation has been geophysical - insufficient
wildcat bores had been drilled to establish any but regional

. structure. Production is from Devonian and Silurian limestones.
More than 500 wells have been drilled since the discovery; these
have proved structural relief of at least 200 feet.

The exploration history of this basin has important lessons
for Australia since this area is one whose raloteness had dis-
couraged persistent exploration. The trend that now is producing
11 million barrels a year was known as a trend of surface anti-
clines since 1918 when they were mapped by the U.S.G.S. Because
of the surface cover of glacial drift, these surface structur4s
were poorly defined. Before World War II about 40 bores had
been drilled in the basin including several on these anticlinez I

one of which found oil stain in the Devonian but was not tested
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as the hole was lost. Detailed seismic survey after the
war directed attention some seven miles from the previous
holes. The first exploration well in this new area found
small shows of oil, which gave very poor drill-stem tests.
Only persistent formation testing at several levels finally
resulted in commercial production.^Production has now been
obtained almost without a break along 30 miles of the trend
with no sign of an end in either direction.^A producing
well has been drilled only one location east of the dry hole
of 1938.

This history emphasises the need for adequate exploration,
geological and geophysical, before drilling exploration tests
in remote areas where initial failure of test drilling may
discourage further exploration for many years, for adeauate
•testing of all indications of petroleum in such exploration
wells, and for following up indications of petroleum by further
drilling, after re-assessment of geophysical results using data
obtained from the first holes such as rock densities, velocities,
dips, stratigraphic sequence.

Carter Research . LaboratoryLL  Tulsa.

The Carter Research Laboratory of the Carter Oil Co.
is typical of this comparatively recent development in the
American oil industry.^Such institutions are devoted to
research work on service problems of the industry and also on
items of fundamental research in all phases of the industry
activity. Those institutions were started to examine the
problems of the refining and processing of crude oil but,
especially since the war, have developed into general research
organizations enquiring into almost all matters affecting the
industry, from the origin of oil up to the development of new
products and new uses for known products.

The Tulsa Laboratory, of which Dr. P. A. Dickie is the
Chief of Geological Research, includes. establishments for .
research into Geology, Palaeontology, Geochemistry, Geophysics,
Drilling and Reservoir Engineering.

Research 'problems are suggested by Company personnel
including the Laboratory staff., and by a special small
literature research group whose task is to cover all current
geological, geophysical, geochemical and petroleum technology
literature, catalogue and abstract it and note any problems
indicated, data presented, and ideas on problems. These are
indexed on punched cards, so that anyone can quickly obtain a
bibliography relevant to a new project.

The 1,rojects for action are decided in meetings of
Company executives and senior Research staff. Among the
projects current at present are calcareous sediments - modern
and ancient; fractures - kinds, causes, permeability, relation
to stresses, artificial production in subsurface; reservoir
factors affecting production; origin, migration and accumu-
lation of oil; microplankton as stratigraphic zone-markers;
applications of magnetic tape recording to geophysical
exploration techniques; design of drilling equipment.•

The work on calcareous sediments is just getting under
way. A field trip has been completed in the coastal back-reef
waters of the south coast of Cuba, and samples collected and
observations made, mainly by skin-diving geologists.^No
laboratory work has been done on the samples.^The field^work
indicated different sediment in different areas.^One problem,
which it is hoped to solve by Carbon-14 age determination, is
the origin of oolites in the sediment:^there are oolitic
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limestones undergoing marine erosion and these may provide
detrital oolites, or the oolites may be forming at present;
if the latter, more work will be done on the conditions
required for their formation.^These back-reef sediments
are deposited in a reducing environment and include relatively
large amounts of H2S, but little obvious metallic sulphide.
The actual amounts and kinds of metallic sulphides will be
determined. The only dark sediments found are dark lime muds
in a small sheltered bay with fresh-water river discharging.
The organic content and its nature will be determined.

Research on petroleum to date indicates that of
the total organic content of both recent and older source rock
only 2% is hydrocarbon, 6% is asphalt and 92% is Kerogen and
fixed carbon. The hydrocarbon amounts to about 1.5 barrel
per acre-foot of sediment but does not seem to rise much
beyond this (perhaps to 8 bbl. in some cases). The main source
of petroleum appears to be the other organic material, collect-
ively called "kerogen". The possibility of the conversion of
this kerogen into petroleum is being examined.

The micropalaeontologists are examining rocks from
Precambrian to recent for Inicroplankton'in the hope of finding
additional fossil material diagnostic of age in rocks previously
regarded as unfossiliferous.^Spores, pollens, diatoms, radio-
laria, conodonts, "micro-foraminifera" - small forms of pelagic
foraminif era - hystrichospherids and anything else that turns
up.^The pulverized sample is placed in a copper beaker in a
fume cupboard, and covered with 50% hydrofluoric acid. After
16hours distilled water. is added, the sample is centrifuged,
washed and centrifuged again.^The suspension is treated with
a dye and a drop, measured by capillary pipette for quantitative
work, is placed on a cover slide and mixed with plastic or gel,
dried and mounted on glass slide with balsam.^This method
of mounting brings the material close to the Objective of the
microscope. The advantages of this preparation method are:
Most of the microplankton (except diatoms and radiolaria) are
obtained; no picking out is necessary as all siliceous material
is removed; it is rare to find a sample without something;
commonly the assemblages are large with some fossils that can
be linked with known assemblages; only a small sample is required.
The disadvantages are: the use of H F which is costly'and
corrosive; additional equipment .(fume cupboard, copper beakers,
centrifuge, high-powered microscope and camera) is required;
the stratigraphic ranges of the forms has not been established
and much work is required before they will be. Carbonate rocks
may be dissolved in HC1, when hystrichospherids, graptolite
embryos, diatoms, radiolaria, spores and pollen may be present
in the residue. The material is examined with a high-powered
binocular microscope (giving 800x magnification) with a camera
permanently mounted on a straight tube of the microscope.
Photos of all species in a specimen are taken so that doubtful
identifications can be checked without referring to the origianl
slide.

Seismura2h Service Con .) Tulsa.

(Mr. G. H. Westby, Vice-President)

On a short visit to the office of Seismograph
Service Corp., I discussed with Mr. Westby some of the recent
developments in geophysical techniques. Continuous velocity
logging has been found better than electric logs for
correlation - this is thought to be because the velocity is
a characteristic of the rock whereas the electric log measures
mainly the characteristics of the fluids contained in the rock.
The continuous velocity log can be used to prepare a synthetic
reflection seismogram which by comparison with the actual
records can indicate which events are useful in a confused
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record. The character of events on the seismogram duo to
actual reservoir rocks can be synthesised and thus recognized
on the exploration seismograms.^In this way it is possible
at least that stratigraphic traps may be recognized on the
record by the character of the events.

Mr. V'Jestby reported, and this was confirmed by
oil company geologists and geophysicists, that magnetic tape
recording is becoming standard equipment for seismic parties.

The tape record is examined with a fluoriscope
with various filters until the best filter combination is
found; a photo record is then made using these filters. From
this record a variable density record is prepared electronically.
On the variable density record each trace requires a width of
only 1/20th inch; the amplitude of the trace is translated into
darkness of line; each trace becomes a dashed line on which the
darkness of the dashes represents relative amplitude of the
event and the length of the dash its time. A 24-trace record
is reduced to 1.2 inch wide and events can be clearly traced
across the record.

Petroleum and Natural Gas Conservation Board,

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Conservation Board
is an Alberta Provincial Government agency charged with the
responsibility of administering the Petroleum Act and Regulations,
The Head Office, in Calgary, handles province-wide problems such
as reserves, allowables, applications to drill.^The following
sections arc included: Development Engineering, Reservoir
Engineering, Gas Engineering, Geology, Statistics, Projects.
In addition there are the service sections which do work for
all the others: Drafting, Reproduction, Sample Store. Field
Offices are established in producing areas with a small staff
to collect data from wells in the district.

The Department of Mines and Minerals, in Edmonton,
allots leases by private or competitive bid.^"Reservations"
of a maximum area of 99,000 acres are allotted for three-year
term at small rental, for exploration.^A deposit of $2500
is required and continuous exploration work - geophysical or
drilling - is required.. No more than two reservations may be
held. If oil is discovered in the ''Reservation" the holder
must take out a "Lease" within 90 days; no other well may be
drilled within 4-1 miles of the discovery well until the Lease
is established. Half of the Reservation may be leased on a
checkerboard pattern in which the maximum size of any individual
area is 3x3 or 4x2 miles. The remainder reverts to the crown.
The holder is required to submit a final report on the Reser-
vation on going to Lease, including all geophysical and well
data obtained. The Department keeps this report confidential
for 5 years and then releases.only at the Minister's discretion
(to date none has been released).^Lease rentals are higher
than Reservation but rental is rebated for first year if
exploration cost is higher.

If gas is found, even if only a show, the holder
must apply for a Natural Gas licence covering the particular
gas zone(s) over the whole reservation, and must drill one
new well every three months to develop the gas. Thellicence
has a low rental. A lease is allotted proportional to the
number of wells drilled and on the proved extent of the gas
field. This lease is not checkerboarded. After obtaining
a gas lease, which has a 21 year term, and higher rental, the
holder has no drilling 'commitment (this reflects the present
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difficulty of disposing of the available gas: the Department
wishes to assess reserves but does not wish to encourage
production drilling at this stage).

"Drilling Reservations" are available in part-leased
areas. Holders are required to do geophysical work and to drill
one well each year. If oil is discovered the holder is allotted
about one third of the drilling reservation.

The Government receives royalties on all oil and gas
produced from Crown Lands. The rate varies from 5% up to
600 bbl/month per well to 16.6% over45005b1/month. Well spacing
is controlled and generally varies between 40 and 80 acre
spacing. Gas royalties are 15% of selling price with minimum
of cent per 1000 c.ft. The royalty on other products such as
sulphur is 12i% of selling price.

The functions of the Geological Section are to
collect, catalogue and retain subsurface data; to determine
formation tops (mainly from electric logs) and publish them
weekly; prepare a schedule • of wells, published yearly; prepare
structure contour and isopach maps of oil and gas fields for
reserve evaluations; determine edge limits of productive zones
by structural and correlation studies; establish the nett
productive interval at individual wells by study of logs and
cores; calculation of reservoir volume (not published); give
technical assistance to Department of Mines and Minerals when
necessary for administering the Act and Regulations; undertake
regional geological studies to help iVuell interpretation and
reserve calculations; geological assistance to Development
Engineering Section on things such as occurrence of shallow
gas zones or closely spaced gas zones (affecting abandonment
procedures), contamination of water supplies, etc. The
Geological Section comprises seven geologists, one stenographer
and two clerks.

The Sample Store is designed to maintain a record
collection of samples from all exploration wells and a repres-
entative number of field wells.^It was decided early in the
growth of the Board to maintain a complete sample of subsurface
strata and to retain small samples which would be readily
available rather than large samples which would become
unmanageable in very few years. The present procedure has
developed with little change from that decision.

Sample bags with attached printed labels, supplied
by the Dominion Government, are sent to the operator through
the field offices. They are filled by the operator and
returned to Calgary at the operator's cost; the sample should
be representative of each 10 feet drilled.^Samples are
required from the surface down in exploration wells and in the
first few field wells and thereafter only as indicated by
electric logs - if any changes are indicated. Cora3may not
be destroyed;^most of the major companies store their own
cores, small companies send them to the board.^All subsurface
information from exploration wells is confidential for 12 months
after reaching total depth. Cores and core analyses are
confidential for 1 year from all wells.

The samples are recorded on cards when they are
received into store; the cards record the Well name and
number, operator, locality, rotary table elevation, date
spudded, date completed and lists the depths of all ditch
samples and cores received. At present cores are stored
separately and already present a problem of storage space.
It is likely that in the near future chips will be taken
from cores and included with the ditch samples and the cores
retained only for a short period. The samples are arranged
in depth sequence, pounded with a mallet while still in the
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sample bag to loosen material bagged wet, and screened through
a No. 4 screen. The larger chips are rejected as it has been
found that those include a large proportion of caved material;
the material passing the screen is placed in a washing tray .
4"x4"x1" deep with a No. 40 screen as its bottom and the tray
placed on an endless carrier chain wEich passes the trays with
the samples under water sprays - first two wetting sprays with
low-pressure conical sprays then three or four high-pressure
linear sprays which wash and turn the sample - and then under
a hot air drier, • the heat supplied by gas burners, and onto a
table. Every fifth tray has a depth label, the first and last
label includes the bore name and number.^On the table the
washed sample is passed through a small sample splitter and the
two splits used to fill two labelled sample bottles. Depths
at 10 feet intervals are printed on gummed paper by an old
adding machine with space between, for printing the well name;
this is hand printed by a hand-set rubber stamp. The label
is then cut and gummed .on the bottle which is a cylindrical
glass tube about 1" diameter by 3" long. The label is coated
with a mixture of acetate in acetone to protect and preserve
the label. Cork stoppers are used (screw tops of tin and -
aluminium have been tried but the cork is preferred). The
complete sample bottle is placed in cardboard trays about
12"x10"xl" so that each tray holds samples of 400 feet of
drilling,^The trays are identified by typed labels stapled
onto the end. The second set of samples is sent to the Dominion
Geological Survey at 10c. per sample.

Six men, mainly elderly men, are employed in the
store. They handle 10,000 to 14,000 samples a month.

Within the store but separated from the sample
storage by the sample preparation room is a sample examination
room where in small cubicles outsiders may examine samples.

Although 2745 exploration wells had been drilled in
Alberta to the end of 1955, the samples from almost all of
these plus representative field wells are stored in open
shelves in a room about 40'x20'x10'.

The Stettler Field Office was visited. This is
one of the biggest field offices of the Conservation Board;
personnel comprise a Development Engineer (graduate) in charge,
4 Technicians and 1 Typist°. They gather data from an area
200 miles by 50 miles. They are responsible for reporting on
drilling progress (information supplied by operator on Board's
Daily Report Form); for examining and approving abandonment
programme; recording production; reporting over-production;
making weekly bottom-hole pressure tests; reporting, monthly,
number of working rigs, b fields; witness production tests;
check all meters once a year.

Richfield Oil cgza„,csq.Eux..,
(Sam Stewart, District Geologist).

In this district office, regional and detail
structure contour maps arc maintained on Formation tops
regarded as significant, and isopach maps of sands and
formations.

Exploration drilling is based on the following
indications:

1. Linear extensions of known•fields;

2. Isopach minima especially, where related to structure;
this includes seismic isopachs;
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3. Structure, indicated by contour maps, basement contour
map, gravity, seismic survey.^Most structure is depos-
itional over basement with possibly some faulting of basement
and lower Palaeozoic.

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

WASHINGTON D.C.

Only those branches were visited where particular
information was sought - time did not allow a general inspection
of this organization.

Fuel Branch. 

(Ralph Miller, Chief)

The main task of this branch is the recording
of nation-wide information on fuels - petroleum and coal and
the regular publication of maps showing oil, gas and coal fields.

Well cards are obtained by subscription to companies
supplying this information.^From these, well positions are
plotted on section cards or on county maps at 1-mile scale where
there are no sections.^Symbols indicate the type of well - oil,
gas, dry, shows. On the state mans oil and gas fields are
outlined, individual producers and dry holes are shown.

Punched cards show locality, geology, production
by depth and by system, API gravity by depth.

Proved reserves are estimated from A.P.I. and
Oil and Gas Journal data.

2.12o.1_.1a(1.2ater...ncl.1
(A. Nelson Sayre, Chief).

The development of ground water is regarded as
divisible into several stages with different classes of operations
involved:

Water resources, their discovery, intakes, hydrology
quality and Quantity, are best handled by a national organization.

Control of ground water may be national or - ,
preferably, State responsibility and it should be known whether
the control legislation aims at maintaining the ground water
supply permanently or using the water regardless of re-charge.

Engineering planning for development is the
province of State authorities or private organizations; the
scope of this planning may range from a single well up to a
complete ground-water province.

Construction and development of ground water
facilities is financed by the users and carried out by
contractors.

Operation and maintenance varies with the size of
the development but the responsibility rests with the users.
In large developments this also can be carried out by con-
tractors;

The Ground Water Branch regards its main function
as the assessment and recording of the national ground water
resources, as the basis for their conservation, development
and use. To achieve this, data is obtained on the occurrence,
movement, discharge, recharge and chemical quality of the
ground water.
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To describe the occurrence of ground-water a
knowledge of the geology is required, including surficial
geology; the regional structure must be understood fairly
clearly and the stratigraphy established. Unless this work
has already been done, this is the first necessary step.
Information must be compiled on precipitation, climate,
evaporation, stream patterns, run-off, intake areas, springs,
seepages. A gcomorphological study, particularly of surficial
deposits, will usually be necessary aid. it will seldom have
been done. Well logs should be obtained and checked,
including dry or saline wells. Aquifers should be identified
and all available information obtained on thickness, permeab-
ility, extent, structure (indicating depths), quality of water,
outcrop areas, important intake areas and discharge areas.

Ground water movement can be estimated only if
sufficient of the following data, in addition to the geology,
is known: reduced level of static water surface in all wells,
of springs and seepages, of intake and discharge areas, static
shut-in pressure of artesian wells, maximum and actual intake,
well discharge. The validity and usefulness of the final
result is related to the spacing of wells, but some information
can be obtained ifally the geology is reasonably well estab-
lished, and the reduced levels of intake and discharge areas
are known. The two general cases are the aquifer with a free
water surface and the confined aquifer.. The hydraulic surface
in an open aquifers is commonly related to the ground surface
except that geological discontinuities can cause sudden changes
in the level with consequent slopes not related to the ground
surface - such a case is the common one of a steeply dipping
contact between permeable and impermeable rocks. In confined
aquifer, the hydraulic surface will approach a plane joining
the hydraulic surface at the intake area to the discharge

. area. In some cases the discharge is out to sea, in others
there is no effective discharge; in the former the hydraulic
surface joins the water surface at intake to sea level above
the discharge area, in the latter the hydraulic surface is
horizontal at the level of the ground water in the intake area.
Knowing or estimating the hydraulic surface, the depth, thick-
ness and permeability of the aquifer equilibrium conditions
for rate of water supply can be computed for any position in
the aquifer; the permeability and cross sectional area of the
aquifer at the intake determines the maximum permanent supply
from the aquifer; precipitation, run-off and evaporation
(including transpiration) in relation to the intake area and
intake from streams crossing the intake area must be measured
if the actual intake is to be known.

Wells in being affect the movement of ground water
and a pumping inventory (rate and amount of supply) should be
made.^In addition measurement of spring and seepage discharge,
and discharge by evaporation from the discharge area should be
undertaken;^streams flowing across discharge areas should be
gauged on each side of the area to obtain the discharge into
the stream.

The chemical quality of the ground water should be
determined initially to determine its optimum usefulness;
puriodical checks on water quality should be made to indicate
changes in movement patterns. Increasing water use may improve
the water quality by removing water which has dissolved all
available solubles and introducing fast-moving, water which does
not dissolve salts of low solubility; on the other hand it may
increase the salt content by bringing aerated water into contact
with minerals that can be oxidized, or by allowing the rise of a
fresh-water/salt-water contact.



Drilling may be necessary to obtain precise
information on aquifers in areas whore there are no wells
available; to establish observation wells; to run aquifer
tests to determine water movement characteristics and water
quality.

Equipment required for ground water investigation
includes: surveying steel tapes for measuring water level in
wells. These should be 1/16" to 3/8" wide and 100 to 500 feet
long on reels.

Plummets for weighting the tape. May be designed
to carry thermometer, flow-meter, water sampling bottle.

.Saunding wire for wells over 500 feet deep, on
drum preferably with measuring pulley.

Portable electric log (Widco or similar).

Automatic water level recorders for use where
Observers are not available.

Pressure gauges for flowing wells and plumbers
"soil plugs" for sealing open hole for pressure reading.

High-capacity pumps for aquifer tests,

Thermometer (maximum temperature type).

Water sampling bottle.

Permeameter.

In setting up a Ground Water • Investigation it is
regarded as important to have in the beginning a a geologist
with mathematical training and about 8 to 10 years geological
experience to supervise the investigation.. At an early stage
the organization should include personnel with graduate
engineering training and about 6 years experience preferably
in hydraulic engineering.^As soon as possible a research
section, apart from the operational section, should be
established on a permanent basis - the science of ground water
hydrology is so undeveloped that many problems must go
unanswered unless a research section can apply itself to them.
To date the U.S.G.S. has not established such a research
section; the individual has been required to conduct his own
research along with his normal operative duties but this has
normal operative duties but this has meant that very few
research problems have been satisfactorily studied. Most of
the advances made in the understanding of ground-water
hydrology have come from reservoir engineering research in
the petroleum industry, but some of the problems ofground
water (especially in relation to open aquifers) have no place
in petroleum engineering and therefore have not been studied.
Among other things the application of the techniques of.the
oil industry in drilling and production to the location and
'supply of ground water needs to be assessed - in many cases
the ground water hydrologist is using out-dated techniques
just because he is not in touch with developments in the oil
industry, or with advances in hydraulic engineering.

DENVERU COLORADO.

All four Technical Divisions (Geological, Topo-
graphic, Water Resources and Conservation) are ;:epresented
at the Federal Center, which is located about 8 miles west of
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Denver. The organization is described briefly in a pamphlet
entitled "United States Department of the Interior Geological
Survey, Federal Center, Denver, Colorado" available in the •
Tibrary. Only those offices actually visited are discussed
here.

(Robert M. Lindwall, Chief).

Phot2E2.212Ey: A very large part of the geological mapping
at present being done is photo-gmlogical, with field checking
of the prepared maps. Dips are measured under the stereoscope •
using the "Super-dooper dipper" designed in the Division. In
this instrument a metal plane is rotated into the plane of a
bed . (under the stereoscope) and the strike is plotted on the
compilation from the horizontal edge of the plane plate, and
the dip is read off a direct-reading quadrant, and recorded
on the compilation.

All photo-geological compilations are made, using
stereo-plotters, directly onto the topographic line-compilation .

made by the Topographic Division with stereo-plotters. The
stereoplotters are particularly valuable in areas of poor
ground control, as they tend to eliminate many of the errors
that usually arc not corrected in a slotted templet compilation.
The model has to be re-established in the Geological Division
for compiling the geology on the topographic sheets- provided.
It would be more economical to prepare both compilations from
the one model when this is practicaVio. ' The line-compilation
is made by the photo-geologist when the adjusted model is
established; this eaves geologists' and draughtsmen's time.

Field Geologist 1 s.Laboratouzpffice: Field geologists are
provided with a separate room for office and laboratory work.
This is a room 15 1 x 15 1 , furnished with desk, drawing table,
bench with sink, water, gas, steel plate for breaking samples,
drawer and cupboard space, map cabinet, specimen cabinet, book
case, blackboard (griddcd) and a board for pinning maps.

Petroleum . Geology Laboratory:^This laboratory is intended
to investigate fundamental problems of petroleum geology, but
at present the work being done is mainly routine work on
the properties of reservoir rocks.

PalaeotectonicAms: The first atlas of Palaeotectonic Maps
of the United States has been published - that on the Jurassic
It is intended to publish similar atlases on all the systems.
Punched cards are used to record data on formations: at each
locality, which is included in the punched information, a
-separate card is prepared for each rock unit; thickness, age,
lithology, unit name, author, and report contents are punched;
a list of information (ago by fossils, bracket, estimate or
lithology; thickness-measured, electric log, sample log, map,
estimate or composite; the type of report - reconnaissance,
geological map, detailed stratigraphy, oil field, mining
district; and environment - dune, flood plain, alluvial,
fan, playa, lake, glacial, swamp, volcanic, delta, beach,
lagoon evaporite, lagoon humid, near shore, normal sea,
restricted sea, biostrome, other - is printed for quickly
marking; and notes on thickness, lithology, fossils, structures,
contacts (including names of underlying and overlying formations
and elevation of formation top), correlations, origin, etc. are
typed on the front. On the back is a blank strip log for
preparing a detailed stratigraphic column, and a list of
detailed lithologies for calculating percentage lithologies
for use on the lithofacies map.
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These cards permit selective as well as sequence
sorting; they provide a permanent file of accumulated strati-
graphic data; they provide a printed schedule for recording
data in a consistent manner; they permit rapid sorting for
desired information.

This simple system is being used by many organ-
izations. The capital outlay is small, and any organization
using data that can be systematically recorded should find
uses for it.^The main cost is in the punched printed cards;
the only other requirements are ...unches and sorting frames
and pins.^The value of an individual punch card system depends
on the number of categories of information punched; this in
turn depends on the size of the card and on the ingenuity
displayed in classifying information in systems easily used
on punched cards. Within the Bureau, such a system could be
used in the Stratigraphical Index, Mineral Index, Map Compil-
ation, Summary Report data, palaeontological and petrological
sample records, and report preparation.

Sedimentation Laboratoryl This laboratory has only recently
been established. --TE- is equipped with a wave tank 45 feet long,
a tank for studying foresetting, 15 feet long ; and a stream-flow
tank 15 feet long.^In order to obtain a permanent record of
the results of experiments, photographs: are taken through the
glass side of OT glass panels in the tanks. Thin layers of
black sand indicate the structure very clearly.^Cross sections
can be cut while wet andlootographed; better record material is
obtained by cutting a vertical face in the damp sand and press-
ing against this face a board coated with latex.^A steel
cutting plate is pushed through and sand about 1 inch behind
the board and the board and plate with the sand between are
lifted out and the sand allowed to dry. When dry the excess.
sand is poured off and a one-grain layer of sand remains
adhering to the latex; this gives not cnly the structure,
which can be obtained by photograph also, but also the grain-
size distribution where this is important.

Geochemistry: The work is directed towards two main ends:
the discovery of reliable methods for estimating various
elements in the field or laboratory for purposes of geo-
chemical prospecting; and the examination of areas for
"background mineralization" by means of a.mobile spectrograph.
Arsenic and mercury are being examined at present to establish
geochemical data including test methods for field estimation
and laboratory analysis.

The mobile spectrograph is used at geologists'
suggestions to reconnoitre interesting areas for total, elements
present and to outline areas of occurrence of particular
metallic minerals. Within this area the field geochemist
or geologist applies the methods for estimating the particular
elements and can indicate anomalies.^Paper chromatography
is being used increasingly for field estimations. Triangular
tabs instead Of rectangular allow a larger aliquot of solution
to be applied giving a stronger indication in the small arcs
at the tip of the triangle. In Denver the mobile spectrograph
is used for elemental analyses of stratigraphic specimens (akin
to heavy mineral analyses in relation to provenance) plant and
coal ashes.

Isotope analysis is being applied to the origin
of ores. The 016/0 18 ratio in dolomite is indicated as being -
different in hydrothermal dolomite from that in sedimentary
dolomite. This has been checked in an area of bedded limestone
and dolomite cut by an ore lode which dolomitizes the limestone.
This dolomitized limestone has an appreciably different isotope
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ratio from that of the bedded .dolomite, which also changes
its ratio towards the lode.

Water . Resources Division

Denver is the district office for officers
of the Division working in Colorado and Wyoming, and a
branch laboratory for hydrology, quality of water, and
soil research.

Ilydrolui.Laboratorz: This laboratory carries out routine
tests for permeability, porosity, mechanical analysis, soil
mdsturo equivalents and Atterburg tests, for U.S.G.S. field
offices throughout the United States.

-
In the field, Water Resources officers log wells

for self-potential, resistivity, temperature, conductivity,
and velocity in flowing wells. Pumping tests are carried
out to obtain information on the permeability and yield of
an aquifer and in places to locate more permeable and less
permeable areas. Observation wells are drilled, two in line
with the test well and 50 iind 150 feet from it and one other
normal to this line and 100 feet from the test well.^As
pumping continues at the test well the water level is
measured at convenient elapsed times. Graphs of draw-down
against time are plotted for each Observation well and when
the draw-down curves start to flatten - (i.e. when equilibrium
is being reached) . a graph of distance from test well to
Observation wells against draw-down in the test well. If the
draw-down in the single observation well is greater than
indicated by the curve between the other two observation
wells, this well is in the direction of greater permeability.

Papers by Wenzel (1942), Ahrens and Barlow (1951)
and Zangar (1953), available in the library, include methods
and calculations used in the investigation of ground water
supplies.

Librual.

The library serves all divisions.^Apart from
books and periodicals, maps, bore logs, and microfilm of
material not otherwise available are kept in the library.

The following features are considered worthy of
note.

The library has a large reading room in which are
kept recent numbers of periodicals, new books, and reference
material such as dictionaries, bibliographies, tables, etc.
The unbound periodicals remain in the reading room until they
are removed for binding. New Books are left there for a short
time during which time interested people request it by putting
an undated loan card in the book.

Apart from this general reading room,. there are
several small study rooms where research requiring much library
material may be carried out.

Two largo microfilm readers arc available. Those
may be used in the study rooms or in a corner of the library,
near the film storage.

The library catalogue is in the body of the
library, easily available for reference. Each volume has a
card; a coloured clip is slipped over the card to indicate
it is onloan.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH_GEOLOGICAL LIAISON OFFICE

LIAISON REPORT.

Account of a Meeting of Commonwealth Geological
Delegates to the XXth International Congress at Mexico City.
Held at 2.00 p.m. September 10th in Room S.4 of the Odontology
Building, University City, Mexico, D.F.

Present

Geological Survey, United Kingdom
Colonial Geological Surveys
Geological Survey, Canada
Geological Survey, Canada
Geological Surve-, Canada
University of British Columbia, Canada
India
India
Andhra University, India
Geological Survey of South Africa
Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology

and Geophysics, Australia
Geological Survey, New Zealand
British Commonwealth Geological

Liaison Officer.

Sir William Pugh
Dr. F. Dixey
Dr. G. S. Hume
Dr. A. Lang
Dr. J. F. Caley
Professor H.V. Warren
Dr. M. S. Krishnan
Dr. V. P. Sondhi
Professor C. Mahadevan
Dr. F. C. Truter
Mr. M. A. Condon

Mr. H. E. Fyfe
Dr. K. A. Davies

It was decided by those present to have an informal
discussion rather than a formal meeting.

The present author opened the discussion by
describing the purpose of the meeting. The Committee of
Commonwealth Geology and Mineral Resources had first met at
the London International Geological Congress in 1948. At this
meeting the Liaison Office was proposed and set up. A sub-
sequent gathering of those concerned had been convened at the
Algiers Congress.

Dr. Dixey gave further details of the initial
organization and pointed out that the Liaison Office had its
origin in defence requirements and particularly in the need
for knowledge of the availability of the rarer metals. The
B.C.G.L.O. pointed out that many of the surveys were pretty
well self-sufficient but there were still quite a few services
which could be carried out in London and not anywhere else.
An indication was given of what the office tried to achieve in
the way of Reports (on specific metal and mineral substances),
and News Letters. The Liaison Officer hadAlso assisted in
attempts to exchange personnel.^Advice was given to Common-
wealth students seeking the most suitable post-graduate
courses in England and the Continent. The Geological Liaison
Officer also obtained for research purposes copies of geological
papers unobtainable in certain parts of the Commonwealth. He
alto assisted in the appointment of geologists to certain
Commonwealth territories.^Mr. Condon bore out many of these
points in the case of Australia.

In the case of interchange of personnel Professor
Warren said he had been delighted to welcome members of the
Bureau, Canberra, to his university and hoped that more of this
sort of thing could be arranged.

The Liaison Officer pointed out that he depended .
upon the Geological Survey of Great Britain and the Colonial
Geological Surveys for a good deal of his information and it
was to the former he had one in enquiries about post-graduate
courses.
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He felt that the liaison work should reach out to
the universities as well as to the geological surveys. Sir
William Pugh and Dr. Dixey confirmed that there was nothing
in the original character which prevented the liaison office
from so doing. The Liaison Officer said that he had recently
circulated a list of research projects being undertaken in
U.K. universities and would like to do so for the other
territories. He had received an offer of information of the
kind from South Africa and was already supplied by the,kind-
ness of the Director of the Geological Survey of the Union
with abstracts of papers published there. Dr. Truter suggested
in this connection it might be a good thing tee that the
office received the preliminary transactions of the Geological
Society of South Africa. Dr. Dixey pointed out that another
organization (C.C.T..A. under Dr. Haughton) provided information
on geological research in Africa south of the F6bara and the
Liaison Officer confirmed that these abstracts w4re also
received in his office. Dr. Hume thought that such an enquiry
in Canada might be a stiff undertaking but certainly most of
the work was indicated in the Annual Reports of the National
Committee on Geological Sciences, Mr. Condon said that such
information regarding work in Australia was afforded under the
Colombo plan.^Mr.-Fyfe pointed out that New Zealand was
indicated in abstracts sent to B.C.G.L.O.^Dr. Truter asked
if News Letters might be shown to mining companies to which
Sir William Pugh answered in the affirmative. Dr. Dixey pointed
out that News Letters contained items of information which might
otherwise escape attention of geologists.^Professor Mahadevan
asked that Reports and News Letters might be distributed to
universities as well as geological surveys. He would also like
to know more about the trends of specialisation and research in
Commonwealth universities so that he might place some of his
post-graduate students. He also 'asked how he might obtain
specimens from other Commonwealth countries. It was pointed
out by Dr. R'rishnan thnd Sir William Pugh that exchange of
specimens was carried out by direct contact with the appropriate
institutions and on an exchange basis.^Dr. Krishnan said that
he had exchanged specimens with many of the well known American
universities and with the Geological Survey of Great Britain,
Professor Mahadevan was advised to do this and if he had
difficulties to consult B.C.G.L.O.^Professor Warren said
that he would be prepared to exchange rare specimens of
minerals from British Columbia of which he had quite a number.

The question of a successor te the Liaison Officer
was raised. The Liaison Officer said that the tenure of office
was a three year one but Dr. Dixey suggeSted that that was the
interval at which they had hoped to hold International Geological
Congresses where such questions might be discussed.^It was
pointed out that New Zealand had been generous in extending
Mr. Willett's term by a ycar. The post called for the appoint-
ment of a . senior man.^Officers who had recently resigned from
various surveys were also eligible for nomination.^It was
.explained that the various territories put forward candidates
and voting for the names submitted was then undertaken.^The
Liaison Officer pointed out that no decisions could be come to
at that meeting but the situation could be appreciated by
mempers present and their surveys informed.

The Liaison Officer asked the delegates to convey
to their governments his thanks for making it possible for him
to attend the congress in Mexico and for the opportunity to
meet, among others, those members of delegations who were
at the Commonwealth meeting.

The discussion ended at 3.15 p.m.
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